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Group says ambitious Cotton Belt commuter rail project remains on track, but maybe not for long
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A group leading efforts to build the $2 billion-plus Cotton Belt Corridor commuter rail project still expects to meet a key deadline — filing a bill by Friday’s end to
create a special tax district — even after Fort Worth’s City Council bucked those plans this week by voting against a resolution to support the project.
But Ron Natinksy, a consultant to the private group, acknowledged Wednesday that getting Fort Worth to reconsider its position would be critical for the ultimate
success of the plan to develop the entire 62-mile corridor from Plano to Fort Worth decades aheadMORE
of schedule.
IN COMMUTER RAIL
In other words, getting a state lawmaker to file such a bill without Fort Worth’s blessing is one thing.
But getting
someone
thatlight-rail
bill is anfigures
entirely different
Expect
gargantuan
jumptoincarry
DART
deal, particularly if the state lawmaker hails from the Fort Worth area.
Watch for a massive jump in DART's light-rail ridership figures
in the days ahead. The transit system is switching from...
“It’s not a technical requirement,” said Natinsky, a former Dallas City Council Member. “But it’s very difficult when you’re down in Austin to say, ‘We want this
district to go to southwest Fort Worth,’ and Fort Worth is voting to say we don’t want the district.”
The March 8 filing deadline, save for local or emergency bills, has long been considered a key marker of whether the public-private partnership will come to fruition.
Failure to file a bill would delay the Cotton Belt plan for at least two years — and potentially kill the effort for good.
The project has been shrouded in secrecy for months — ever since the private consortium, which includes construction giants Balfour Beatty and Odebrecht,
expressed an interest to the North Central Texas Council of Governments.
While the group hasn’t yet submitted a formal proposal, several possible revenue sources have been identified. And officials have pointed to the special tax district
as a particularly important element because it would allow dollars to be captured along the corridor.
“You can’t finance it city-by-city, county-by-county, miles of track-by-miles of track,” Natinsky said. “You’ve gotta have one entity responsible, from both the
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contracting and financing perspective.”
The Council of Governments, along with the consortium, have asked the 13 cities along the proposed corridor to pass resolutions supporting the plan. Most have
done so, although Dallas hasn’t scheduled a vote and Grapevine declined to vote on it.
Fort Worth then was the first city to register opposition, a move that caught project proponents off-guard.
The complicating factor is that the Fort Worth Transportation Authority, known as The T, is separately pursuing federal dollars to develop the line’s 37 miles that sit
in Tarrant County. (Traditional financing isn’t expected to be available on the eastern portion for 20 years or more.)
Fort Worth leaders, who voted Tuesday, told the Fort Worth Star-Telegram that the public-private partnership would wrest too much control from cities and that it
would hinder The T’s efforts to build the western part, known as TEX Rail, by 2016.
“It would have muddied up the TEX Rail project,” Fort Worth City Councilman Jungus Jordan told the Star-Telegram.
Natinsky said the consortium has taken pains to ensure their proposal wouldn’t interfere with The T’s plan. He added that cities, under the private group’s effort,
would have the fail safe of being required to vote on any debt occurrence on rail that runs through their territories.
And while Natinsky said there are yet-to-be-identified lawmakers still lined up to file the enabling legislation, he said his group and others are now working to allay
Fort Worth’s concerns and get them back on board.
“Hopefully, we’ll be able to rectify that situation,” he said.
Follow Tom Benning on Twitter at @tombenning.
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